
Introduction

We have increasingly sophisticated ways of acquiring and communicating
knowledge, but efforts to spread this knowledge often encounter resistance
to evidence. Evidence resistance has dire practical consequences; recent
examples include climate change denial and vaccine scepticism. The
phenomenon of resistance to evidence, while subject to thorough investi-
gation in social psychology, is acutely under-theorised in the philosophical
literature. As a result, we are still to understand the normativity of this
phenomenon: what is epistemically wrong with resistance to evidence?
What are its triggers? How does resistance to evidence interact with norms
of inquiry and the epistemic justification of belief? What are the best
strategies for efficaciously addressing the phenomenon of resistance to
evidence in policy and practice?
Traditionally, normative work in epistemology is, for the most part,

negative, in that it concerns itself with permissions: it deals with restricting
what we are permitted to, for example, believe, assert, or use as a premise
in reasoning. This book is concerned with positive epistemology: it argues
that resistance to easily available evidence constitutes a breach of one’s
epistemic obligations. One useful way to think about this project is as the
counterpart of the Cliffordian project. Whereas Clifford proposes that it is
wrong everywhere for anyone to believe on the basis of insufficient
evidence, this book investigates the other side of the evidentialist project:
whether it wrong everywhere and for anyone to not believe when they have
sufficient and undefeated evidence.
I develop and defend a full account of the nature and normativity of

resistance to evidence, according to which resistance to evidence is an
instance of input-level epistemic malfunctioning. The account is

 See Kornblith (), Fricker (), Chrisman (), Feldman (), Goldberg (, ),
Jenkins-Ichikawa (), Lackey (), and Simion (a) for exceptions. In putting this
distinction in terms of positive versus negative epistemology, I follow Jenkins-Ichikawa ().
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naturalistically friendly and enjoys high normative prior plausibility in that
it construes resistance to evidence as an instance of a more general type of
malfunction often encountered in biological traits the proper function of
which is input dependent. The account is developed in conjunction with
novel views of evidence, defeat, permissible suspension, scepticism, epi-
stemic dilemmas, and disinformation. At the core of this epistemic nor-
mative picture lies the notion of p-knowledge indicators as facts that one is
in a position to know and that increase one’s evidential probability that
something is the case. Resistance to evidence is construed as a failure to
uptake knowledge indicators.

. Game Plan

.. Part I The Epistemology and Psychology of Resistance to Evidence

Chapter  Resistance to Evidence: Triggers and Epistemic Status
This chapter dwells at the intersection of the social psychology of know-
ledge resistance and epistemic normativity to offer the first full taxonomy
of resistance to evidence. It first individuates the phenomenon via paradig-
matic instances, and then it taxonomises it according to two parameters: ()
paradigmatic triggering conditions and () epistemic normative status.
I argue that the phenomenon of resistance to evidence is epistemologically
narrower but psychologically broader than is assumed in the extant literature
in social psychology. This, in turn, gives us reason to believe that addressing
this phenomenon in policy and practice will be a much more complex
endeavour than is currently assumed. In the remainder of the book,
I examine the extant literature on evidence, justification, defeat, permissible
suspension, and epistemic responsibility in search of the normative resources
required to fully accommodate the psychological breadth and epistemic
normative status of the phenomenon of resistance to evidence.

Chapter  Evidence One Has and the Impermissibility of Resistance
This chapter argues that the main extant views on the nature of evidence
one has lack the resources to account for the impermissibility of cases of
resistance to evidence. I first examine classic internalist, seemings-based
evidentialism and argue that it fails to account for evidence resistance.
This, I argue, is an in-principle problem: internalist evidentialism cannot
recover from this because it is internalist. I move on to externalist views
of evidence, starting with factive externalism (i.e. Williamson’s ()
E = K), and I argue that, since resistant cognisers don’t take up the relevant
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facts in the world to begin with, the view fails to predict epistemic
impermissibility in resistance cases. I also look at and dismiss several ways
in which the champion of E = K might attempt to account for what’s going
wrong in resistance cases (i.e. via employing notions such as epistemic
dispositions one should have had and epistemic blameworthiness), and
I argue that the view faces insurmountable difficulties. Finally, I move on
to less radical, non-factive externalisms and investigate the potential of
prominent reliabilist views – indicator reliabilism (Comesaña ) and
virtue reliabilism (Turri , Sylvan and Sosa , Sosa ) – to
account for the phenomenon of resistance. I argue that these views are too
agent-centric to successfully account for resistance cases.

Chapter  Evidence You Should Have Had and Resistance
This chapter considers one popular way to account for cases of resistance as
cases of evidence one should have had, where the normative failure at stake is
taken to be either () a breach of social normativity (Goldberg ) or () a
breach of moral normativity (Feldman ). I argue that the social norma-
tive option is too weak, in that it allows problematic social norms to encroach
on epistemic normativity, and that the appeal to moral oughts fails both on
theoretical grounds – in that it cannot accommodate widely accepted epi-
stemic conditions on moral blame – and on extensional adequacy.

Chapter  Permissible Suspension and Evidence Resistance
This chapter surveys recent accounts of the epistemic permissibility of sus-
pended judgement in an attempt to thereby identify the normative resources
required for explaining the epistemically problematic nature of evidence
resistance. Since paradigmatic cases of evidence resistance involve belief
suspension on propositions that are well supported by evidence, such as
vaccine safety and climate change, the literature on permissible suspension
seems to be a straightforward starting point for my investigation: after all, any
plausible view of permissible suspension will have to predict epistemic imper-
missibility in these paradigmatic resistance cases. I look at three extant accounts
of permissible suspension – a simple knowledge-based account, a virtue-based
account, and a respect-based account – and argue that they fail to provide the
needed resources for this project. Further on, the chapter identifies the source
of the said difficulties and gestures towards a better way forward.

Chapter  Resistance to Evidence, Epistemic Responsibility, and Epistemic Vice
Available accounts of possessed evidence, evidence one should have pos-
sessed, and permissible suspension of judgement struggle to accommodate
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the phenomenon of evidence resistance. Along the way, we have, in
particular, seen that virtue reliabilist accounts of reasons to believe, permis-
sible suspension, and propositional warrant don’t do the needed work.
At that point, some readers would have already thought that one straight-
forward explanation of the resistance data is afforded by the competing,
virtue responsibilist camp: roughly, on this view, evidence resistance could
be conceptualised as a failure to manifest epistemic responsibility in inquiry
and/or as a manifestation/indication of epistemic vice. This chapter looks
into the credentials of this move. I argue that once we distinguish epistemic
virtues and vices proper from mere moral virtues and vices with epistemic
content, it transpires that accounting for resistance cases, as well as account-
ing for epistemic virtue and vice, requires epistemic value-first unpacking.

.. Part II Resistance to Evidence and Epistemic Proper Function

Chapter  Resistance to Evidence as Epistemic Malfunction
This chapter argues that resistance to evidence is an instance of epistemic
malfunction. It first puts forth a normative picture according to which the
epistemic function of our cognitive systems is generating knowledge, and
epistemic norms drop right out of this function. Second, it shows how this
picture accommodates epistemic obligations, which, in turn, explain the
normative failure instantiated in cases of resistance to evidence. According
to this view, cognitive systems that fail to take up easily available evidence
and defeat instantiate input-level malfunctioning. Input-level malfunction-
ing is a common phenomenon in traits the proper functioning of which is
input dependent, such as our respiratory systems. Since our cognitive
systems, I argue, are systems the proper functioning of which is input
dependent, we should expect the failure at stake in resistance cases.

Chapter  Evidence as Knowledge Indicators
This chapter puts forth a novel view of evidence in terms of knowledge
indicators, and it shows that it is superior to its competition in that it can
account for the epistemic impermissibility of resistance cases, as well as for
the effect that resistance to evidence has on doxastic justification. Very
roughly, knowledge indicators are facts that enhance closeness to know-
ledge: a fact e is evidence for S that p is the case if and only if S is in a
position to know e and e increases the evidential probability that p for S.

Chapter  Defeaters as Ignorance Indicators
This chapter puts forth and defends a novel view of defeat, and it shows
that it is superior to its competition in that it can account for the epistemic
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impermissibility of defeat resistance cases and normative defeat cases, as
well as for the effect ignored defeat has on doxastic justification. On this
account, defeaters are ignorance indicators: facts that one is in a position to
know and that reduce one’s evidential probability that p. Furthermore,
I also put forth a novel account of the normativity at work in cases of
normative defeat and negligent inquiry and evidence gathering.

Chapter  Inquiry and Permissible Suspension
This chapter develops an account of permissible suspension that builds on
the views of justification, evidence, and defeat defended in the previous
chapters. The view is superior to extant competitors in that it successfully
predicts epistemic normative failure in cases of suspension generated by
evidence and defeat resistance. On this view, doxastically justified suspen-
sion is suspension generated by properly functioning knowledge-generat-
ing processes. In turn, properly functioning knowledge-generating
processes uptake knowledge and ignorance indicators.

.. Part III Theoretical Upshots

Chapter  Epistemic Oughts and Epistemic Dilemmas
The following chapters examine the theoretical upshots of the view pro-
posed. The account developed so far delivers the result that epistemic
justifiers constitute epistemic oughts. In this chapter, I discuss the worry
that such accounts threaten to give rise to widely spread epistemic
dilemmas between paradigmatic epistemic norms. I argue for a modest
scepticism about epistemic dilemmas. In order to do that, I first point out
that not all normative conflicts constitute dilemmas: more needs to be the
case. Second, I look into the moral dilemmas literature and identify a set of
conditions that need to be at work for a mere normative conflict to be a
genuine normative dilemma. Last, I argue that while our epistemic life is
peppered with epistemic normative conflict, epistemic dilemmas are much
harder to find than we thought.

Chapter  Scepticism as Resistance to Evidence
The view of evidence, defeat, and suspension put forth here delivers the
result that scepticism about knowledge and justification is an instance of
resistance to evidence. This chapter argues that this result is correct.
In order to do that, I look at extant neo-Moorean responses to purported
instances of failure of knowledge closure (Pryor , Williamson )
and warrant transmission and argue that they are either too weak – in that
they concede too much to the sceptic – or too strong – in that they cannot
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accommodate the intuition of reasonableness surrounding sceptical argu-
ments. I propose a novel neo-Moorean explanation of the data, relying on
my preferred account of defeat and permissible suspension, on which the
sceptic is in impermissible suspension but in fulfilment of their contrary to
duty epistemic obligations.

Chapter  Knowledge and Disinformation
Ideally, we want to resist mis/disinformation but not evidence. If this is so,
we need accounts of misinformation and disinformation to match the
epistemic normative picture developed so far. This chapter develops a
full account of the nature of disinformation. The view, if correct, carries
high-stakes upshots, both theoretically and practically. First, it challenges
several widely spread theoretical assumptions about disinformation – such
as that it is a species of information, a species of misinformation, essentially
false or misleading, or essentially intended/aimed/having the function of
generating false beliefs in/misleading hearers. Second, it shows that the
challenges faced by disinformation tracking in practice go well beyond
mere fact checking. I begin with an interdisciplinary scoping of the
literature in information science, communication studies, computer sci-
ence, and philosophy of information to identify several claims constituting
disinformation orthodoxy. I then present counterexamples to these claims
and motivate my alternative account. Finally, I put forth and develop my
account: disinformation as ignorance-generating content.
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